
SOUTHERN RAILWAY 
 

OFFICE ORDER NO.ELEC/OP/ADMN/ 25/  2021 dated 08.07.2021 
 

                    Sub: Absorption of RRB candidates as Assistant Loco Pilot against  
                            the working post -reg 
 
                                                *****  

  
                 Having accepted the terms and conditions stipulated in the offer of appointment who 
was successfully completed training and awaiting posting order is now absorbed as Assistant 
Loco Pilot in Level 02 in VII PC  with immediate effect and posted to station as noted against 
him.  
 

Sl. 
No Staff No Name S/ Shri Com Charged 

against 
Trained 
in Posted as Remarks 

1 TM 6929 KRISHNARAM UR UR AC ALP/VM  

 
The above absorption is ordered subject to the following conditions 

1. He will be on probation for a period of 2 yrs. from the date of  his absorption. 

2. He  will draw a pay of  Rs.19900/- in Level 02 and other allowances admissible from time 
to time from the date of his absorption as Asst. Loco Pilot in the new station. 
 

3. No request for Inter Railway/ Inter Divisional One way transfer  will be entertained 
before completion of 5 years. 
 

4. The above absorption is subject to all the terms and conditions specified in the offer of 
appointment. 
 

5. The date of assuming independent responsibility may please be advised to all concerned. 
 

6. The seniority of the above named ALP will be regulated, as per the extant provisions in 
the seniority rules. 
 

7. His appointment is provisional subject to the receipt of verification of report from 
Civil/Police authorities regarding his character and antecedents.   If anything adverse in 
the said report is found regarding his suitability for appointment , please note that they 
are   liable to be terminated. 
 

This has the approval of the competent authority viz.,Sr.DEE/OP/TPJ. 

 

 

        

Divisional Office,                    (K PADMANABHAN) 
Personnel Branch,               Assistant  Personnel Officer/T 
Tiruchchirappalli,          For Divisional Personnel Officer / TPJ 
No.T/P.563/IV/PR/PRO.ALP dtd: 08.07.2021 
Copy to : PCPO/MAS, Sr.DEE/OP/TPJ , Sr.DFM/TPJ,  

Principal/DTTC/GOC, ZRETTC/AVD, MDZTI/TPJ 
CRC/VM, Ch.OS/Sr.DEE/OP/O/TPJ, 
Ch.OSs/OSs/Mechl.Bills, Pass, Qrs. SRCell/PB/TPJ,  
O.O.File, Employee.  
DS/SRMU, DS/AISC & ST Assn./TPJ, AIOBC/TPJ. 

 

File No.SR-TPJ0PERS(ELOP)/7/2021-O/o ChOS/MEC/PB/TPJ/SRly


